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We Are Entering The Age Of Artificial Intelligence



 Mimics simple human intelligence, using 

logic, ‘if-then’ rules, decision trees, etc. 

 Machine Learning enables machines to 

improve results by learning from experience 

 Deep Learning uses multi-layered neural 

networks similar to those in the brain to 

process all types of data at the speed of light

What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)? 



Basically Machines Are Getting  “Smarter”! 



 1950: Alan Turing introduces the ‘Turing Test’, 

to determine intelligence of computers

 1956: Professor John McCarthy coins the 

phrase ‘artificial intelligence’ marking its birth 

 1997: IBM’s Deep Blue super-computer beats 

world chess champion Gary Kasparov

 2011: Apple introduces the speech-application 

Siri on the iPhone 4S

 2012: Data Hits Critical Mass – AI is essential 

Very Brief History of Modern AI 



Computer beats Garry Kasparov (1997)



Garry’s Positive Response!





 21st century challenges: information 

explosion, change, technology, security, etc. 

 Huge amount of different data exceeds human 

capability to process 

 AI combines big data and massive computing 

power to process it in real-time

 Aided by AI we can make faster decisions and 

deliver better outcomes   

Why Do We Need AI? 



Data at the Centre of Everything! 



 Transport - self-driving cars, buses, trucks

 Manufacturing - more efficient production

 Agriculture - more efficient, organic, healthy

 Healthcare - customised, remote, cost-effective

 Education - life-long learning, accessibility

 Energy - cleaner, more efficient, cheaper

 Finance - faster trading, wealth creation

 Biosciences - new advances, cures,

 Business - smarter, flexible, responsible

 Security - networks, companies, homes, online   

Key Business Sectors To Benefit From AI 



Smart - The New Green





 Increasing automation of repetitive tasks, 

leading to higher productivity in many sectors

 Societal and educational challenges if the 

whole of society is to benefit equally

 Some fear robots will take over their jobs

 But we have been here before during the First 

Industrial Revolution

 Far from making people redundant, it created 

more jobs at higher levels than before

What Does The Future Hold? 



AI Everywhere



The AI Objective



The History of AI



AI in the Movies!



2001 



HAL



Star Wars 



Startrek



Terminator 



I Robot 



Her 







Robocop



Robocops on the Streets of London (2016)



‘Minority Report’  







Not Like This …



… But Like This



In the U.S 



In the UK



In Chicago (2016)





AI Essential in Cyber Security



Typical Cyber Attack In Progress 



Smart Security - Like Human Immune System  



 The widespread introduction of AI is a 

necessary step in our future evolution 

 Managed responsibly it has the potential to 

transform our entire world for the better 

 It is up to us how we deal with it on a national, 

local and personal level 

 If we are prepared to embrace it as a friend we  

will enjoy the many benefits it can bring

 In this way it will become mankind’s essential 

partner in a bright and exciting future together

Presentation Summary 



The Funny Side!



Alexa Gone Haywire!



Robots Have Needs Too!



Even Santa In On The AI Act!



AI Knows If You’ve Been Naughty Or Nice!



Thank You!
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